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Abstract

During a phase of high eruptive activity, as well as high tremor activity, seismic signals were recorded at Bromo Volcano
(East Java) for almost three months in 1995. The signals generated by the volcano cover a broad frequency range including long
period signals with frequencies between 10 and 100 mHz, tremor signals at about 5 Hz and volcanic shocks with frequencies up
to 25 Hz. Seismic signals from volcanoes, especially tremors, have been classified and categorized in different ways, but
interpretation has always been limited by the difficulties in determining even approximate source locations. Volcanic tremor
lacks an emergent first onset, while the complex structure of the volcano makes it difficult to determine other phases from shock
signals than first arrivals.

If the volcanic signal has been recorded in at least two stations, the location of its seismic source can be estimated using a grid
search method if we assume the source radiates isotropically in a homogeneous medium.

Applying the grid method to data recorded at Mt. Bromo, we determine the locations of the sources of tremor and shock
signals. The sources for both types of signals are located in the northwestern part of the crater, near the open vent and also near
the source of long period signals (Gottscha¨mmer, 1999. Annal. Geofis. 42 465–481).q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

Mount Bromo, a member of the chain of active
volcanoes stretching across Java, is situated inside
Tengger Caldera at the northern end of the national
park which also encompasses Semeru, the highest
mountain on Java, 20 km to the south. Mount
Bromo, the only active volcano inside the caldera, is
a small pyroclastic cone with a wide crater, 700 m in
diameter.

At Mt. Bromo eruptive episodes have alternated
with decades of quiescence. Since 1804 more than
50 eruptions have been observed (GVN, March
1995). Nevertheless, Mt. Bromo has only rarely
been the object of scientific investigations.

After a decade of quiescence, Mt. Bromo’s recent
activity began in March 1995. The level of activity
increased in September 1995, including major ash
cloud eruptions. The eruptive activity was accom-
panied by high levels of tremor (GVN, October 1995).

Volcanic tremor signals have recently become a
subject of great interest, and various source mecha-
nisms have been suggested. Depending on the spectral
content of the signal, a tremor is divided into har-
monic tremor and non-harmonic tremor. Spectra of
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harmonic tremors have sharp peaks at well-defined
frequencies and, in certain cases, contain up to 11
overtones (Schlindwein et al., 1995). Some investi-
gators suggest that these signals are produced by the
resonance of a pipe or a crack (Aki et al., 1977; Dahm,
1991; Schlindwein et al., 1995) or by fluid motion
(Hellweg, 2000 – this issue). Non-harmonic tremor,
such as that recorded at Bromo Volcano, has a broad
spectrum with no notable peaks (Mohnen and Schick,
1996). Physical models proposed for the source of this
type of tremor include oscillating (Chouet et al., 1997)
or exploding gas bubbles (Ripepe et al., 1996).
However, it is difficult to determine the location of
the tremor source. Attempts have been made to find
the source location for harmonic tremor signals using
polarization analysis (Seidl and Hellweg, 1991;
Benoit and McNutt, 1997). These methods can not
be applied to non-harmonic tremor as they only
work for narrowband signals.

The situation for volcanic shocks is similar. The
source mechanism for these signals is assumed to be
similar to that of very small earthquakes like rock
fractures (Fadeli, 1991; Schick, 1991). It is difficult
to locate sources using normal seismological methods

because phases other than the first onset can rarely be
identified.

A grid search over some location-dependent para-
meter measured from the seismogram can provide a
mean for determining the location of the source for
both types of volcanic signals.

2. Seismic experiment

From September–December 1995 three seismic
stations (LAW, RID, CUT) were deployed on
Bromo Volcano between 0.5 and 2.5 km from the
crater rim (Fig. 1). Each of the stations was equipped
with a GURALP CMG-3T broadband seismometer
(three components) and a Lennartz MARS-88/OD
data acquisition system. When the sampling
frequency is set to 62.5 Hz, this system has a flat
response with respect to ground velocity from the
corner frequency of the seismometer, 0.0083 Hz
(120 s period) to the corner frequency of the anti-
aliasing filter, 25 Hz. Each station was also equipped
with a GPS time signal receiver. Data were recorded
continuously from 21 September to 13 December
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Fig. 1. Map showing the positions of the stations RID, CUT and LAW (p) at Mt. Bromo.



accumulating a total of 15 GB of data. This study
focuses on the analysis of data from only four days
(14 and 15 October, 12 and 16 November). The
experiment was carried out jointly by the Volcano-
logical Survey of Indonesia, Bandung, the University
of Leeds, UK, the University of Grenoble, France and
the University of Stuttgart, Germany.

3. The data

The most conspicuous feature in the data is the
tremor, which consists of two phases. Intervals with
almost constantly high amplitude tremor (phase A)
that alternate with intervals in which the tremor
amplitude is nearly constant but low (phase B). In
Fig. 2 the two phases can be distinguished. Despite

the difference in amplitude, the spectral content of the
two phases is the same, showing a broad spectral peak
of several Hertz bandwidth and a maximum around
5 Hz (Gottscha¨mmer, 1999). Each type of tremor
phase may last from 10 min to more than a day. Tran-
sitions between phases happen rapidly, taking only
several minutes.

Superimposed on the recordings of the tremor
activity are volcanic shocks. On the average they
occur two or three times per day. Fig. 2 gives an
example. Volcanic shocks are signals with a short
duration and usually have larger amplitudes than the
tremor. It is suggested that volcanic shocks are
produced by fracturing or cracking within the rocks
(Fadeli, 1991; Schick, 1991) or by gas explosions
(Schick, 1991). Apart from ash cloud eruptions
which have been reported by people involved in the
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Fig. 2. Velocity seismogram for 4 November, station RID,Z-component. Each trace shows the recording for 1 h. The top trace starts at 00:00 UT
which was 07:00 local time (LT). High tremor amplitudes (phase A) alternate with low amplitudes (phase B). The amplitudes of the volcanic
shocks are clipped in this figure. Slowly increasing and decreasing amplitudes between 21:00 and 00:00 UT are caused by cars passing close by
the station when people drove to the crater to watch the sunrise.



experiment (J. Neuberg, personal communication) no
visual observations of external activity has been
available to us.

4. The grid method

A volcanic tremor has no onsets that can be used to
determine the location of its source. The onsets for
volcanic shocks are often masked in the tremor, while
later phases are missing or hard to recognize, making
them difficult to locate. We developed a grid search
method using location-dependent parameters
measured from tremor or shock seismograms to deter-
mine locations of their sources. For this method, data
must be available for at least two stations. The deter-
mination can be improved by using data from more
stations. Several assumptions are necessary for apply-
ing the grid method. We must assume that waves are
radiated from the source in the same way in all direc-
tions (isotropic radiation). Furthermore we assume
that the medium between source and station is homo-
geneous with respect to the P-wave velocityv.

We define a uniform grid ofi × j points over the

region where we expect the source to be, withi; j <
100: The number and spacing of the grid points is
determined by the desired resolution. For each grid
point, the distance to each of theN stations is
computed. Next, we calculate a single valueAijn

(e.g. source time for volcanic shocks, emitted power
of the source for volcanic tremor) for each grid point
Pij from the recordings of stationn. The same compu-
tation is performed for all the otherN 2 1 stations. In
this way we assignN of the parameterA to each grid
point. For the true source position these values should
agree �Aij1

� Aij 2
�…� AijN

�: If there is no grid
point for which all valuesAijN

match, the resolution
of the grid may not be fine enough or the assumptions
of isotropic radiation and homogeneity may not be
held. In that case, the approximate source position
can be determined by the minimum of the standard
deviation:

s ij �
�����������������������������

1
N 2 1

XN
n�1

�Aij n
2 �Aij � 2

vuut ;

where �Aij is the average over allAij n
:

The advantage of the grid search method is that
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Fig. 3. Velocity seismograms for a volcanic shock on 12 November, stations LAW, RID and CUT (from top),Z-component. The time is
displayed in minutes after 15:00 UT. The seismograms have been bandpass-filtered from 20 to 25 Hz.



only one parameter needs to be determined for each
station. For volcanic shocks, for example, the deter-
mination of the first onset is sufficient, and onsets
from additional phases are not necessary. Problems
occur, however, if the medium is inhomogeneous or
anisotropic. In this case, the coordinates of the result-
ing source location may depend on thek parameters
Rk, such as the P-wave velocityv, the depthz of the
source or the absorption coefficient,k , of the medium,
used in the calculation ofAij.

Therefore, the influence of each of thek parameters

Rk must be analysed separately. Instead of searching
for the minimum of the standard deviation in a two-
dimensional space constructed usingi and j, we must
find the minimum in a space withk 1 2 dimensions.

5. Applying the grid method to volcanic shocks

Volcanic shocks were recorded at Bromo Volcano
during the entire deployment. On the average, two or
three shock signals were recorded at all three stations
each day. Fig. 3 shows velocity seismograms for a
shock on 12 November (15:31–15:32 UT) for all
three stations (vertical components). The data have
been bandpass-filtered between 20 and 25 Hz in
order to remove superimposed signals. The onsets of
the signals can be clearly determined. The arrival
times for this shock and five others listed in Table 1
are averaged over all components. We placed a grid of
100× 100 points over the region around the crater of
Mt. Bromo. If the distance from the grid pointPij to a
station issij, the source timetHij

can be calculated from
the arrival timetarr of the seismic wave at any station
and the travel timettravij

between the source and the
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Table 1
Arrival times of several volcanic shocksB1 to B6 in seconds after the
hours displayed in the first column for the three stations LAW, RID
and CUT

Date, hour (UT) No. LAW RID CUT

14/10/95, 06 B1 543.8 543.5 541.2
14/10/95, 10 B2 1248.4 1248.0 1245.9
14/10/95, 13 B3 202.4 201.9 200.2
12/11/95, 04 B4 811.5 811.2 809.0
12/11/95, 15 B5 1886.9 1886.5 1885.2
16/11/95, 10 B6 2804.1 2803.8 2801.0

Fig. 4. Standard deviations ij of source timestHij
for all grid pointsPij calculated for different velocities. The picture in the top left corner is

calculated for a velocityvguess� 0:25 km=s: The velocity is increased up to 1 km/s in the picture in the lower right corner.



station:

tarr � tHij
1 ttravij

� tHij
1

sij

vguess
�1�

! tHij
� tarr 2

sij

vguess
: �2�

The source time can be calculated if we assume a
seismic wave velocityvguess.

The source timetHij
is calculated for each station

resulting in three source time values for each grid
point. These three values can be compared by calcu-
lating a standard deviations ij for every grid pointPij.
Fig. 4 shows the standard deviation of the source
times for different velocitiesvguessfor shockB4. The
source is located where the standard deviation has a

minimum, depicted by dark regions in Fig. 4. The
source location and the value of the standard deviation
depend on the value of the velocity used in the calcu-
lation. The minimum standard deviation is, therefore,
taken from each plot in Fig. 4 and plotted as a function
of the velocityvguess(Fig. 5). The minimum standard
deviation occurs when the velocity isvguess�
0:56 km=s:

The depth of the shocks does not play an important
role in the source location. Typically, volcanic shocks
occur at shallow depths less than 5 or 6 km (Fadeli,
1991; GVN, November 1996; GVN, February 1997;
GVN, April 1997). For these depths, source locations
of the volcanic shocks determined using the grid
search method only vary by several tens of meters.

After deciding on a velocity appropriate for all
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Fig. 5. Minimum of standard deviation shown in Fig. 4 for different velocitiesvguess. The overall minimum of the standard deviation occurs at
vguess� 0:56 km=s:

Fig. 6. Map showing sources of shock signals at Mt. Bromo. The positions of the sources are displayed by dots (X). The station locations are
indicated by stars (p). The positions of the sources almost form a line. This line is parallel to the symmetry axis of the patterns in Fig. 4.



shock signals listed in Table 1, we calculated their
source locations. They are plotted in Fig. 6 on a
map of Mt. Bromo. All shocks are located near the
northwestern edge of the crater and form a nearly
straight line. This line is essentially parallel to the

‘valleys’ of low standard deviation in the plots of
Fig. 4. These valleys are an artefact of the network
configuration and show that the resolution of the grid
search is smaller in this direction than in a direction
perpendicular to it.
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Fig. 7. Top: velocity seismograms for 17 October, 17:00–18:00 UT, stations LAW, RID and CUT (from top),Z-component. For the first 46 min
phase A tremor can be seen. After a transition, of about 2 min, the tremor activity has shifted to phase B. Bottom: integralsY(t) of the
seismograms shown above. The line with the highest slope belongs to station CUT where the amplitudes in the velocity seismogram have been
highest. The middle and lower lines are calculated from the seismograms recorded at stations RID and LAW, respectively. The slope of the
integral is nearly constant within either phase A or B. The respective slopes are fit with straight lines not shown in the figure.



6. Application of the grid method to volcanic
tremor

For a volcanic tremor that lacks clear onsets and
phases (Neuberg and Wahyudi, 1991) the distance-
dependent parameter for the grid search method is
the power of the source. This parameter can be calcu-
lated from the seismograms. The energyE emitted by
a seismic source is given by Schick and Schneider
(1973) as:

E � 4pR2rv ekR
Zt2

t1
y2 dt �3�

whereR is the distance from the source to the receiver,
r the density of the medium,k the absorption
coefficient, v the velocity of the waves andy the
velocity amplitude of the recorded signal.

The power emitted by the source,P� dE=dt; is
then:

P� 4pR2rv ekRy2
: �4�

The velocity amplitudey itself oscillates between the
maximum and the minimum value (e.g.̂ 5 ×
1026 m=s for phase A at station CUT, Fig. 7), but
the envelope of this signal remains nearly constant
over a long interval. Therefore, the velocity amplitude
y is substituted by�y, the average of the absolute value
of y. Over a period of 1 h, during which the tremor
signal showed either phase A or phase B activity,�y is
calculated as follows.

The integral Y�t� � Rt2
t1 y2 dt is computed and

plotted as a function of the timet (Fig. 7). The seis-
mograms from which the integrals were calculated are
shown above and were chosen so that they included no

disturbing signals such as shocks or long period
signals.Y(t) rises linearly during an interval of either
tremor A or B but with different slope. Each rise can
be fitted with a straight line, the slope of which gives
the average velocity amplitude�y�t�. This value is then
substituted fory(t) in Eq. (4)

The floor of the caldera is mainly sand, so we use
r � 2000 kg=m3 (wet sand (Kuchling, 1991)) and
assume that the velocity is 1 km/s. Initially, we take
the absorptionk to be zero.

For each grid point and each seismic station we
now calculate the power which would have been
emitted if the source was located at that point. In
this way, we get three power values for each grid
point, according to the three stations. The source
coordinates are then calculated using the grid search
method: we find the grid point at which the standard
deviation shows a minimum. This grid point
represents the source location if the medium is homo-
geneous and the source radiates isotropically.

Table 2 (third column) shows the coordinates for
the tremor source during phase A and during phase B
for k � 0: The sources are located within a 300 m
north–south and 400 m east–west range. It is not
possible to distinguish between a source location for
phase A and phase B tremors. The power emitted by
the volcanic source, however, is different for the two
phases. It varies between 31 and 90 W during phase A
and lies between 3 and 5 W during phase B.

Up to this point absorption has not been taken into
account. Usually though, in volcanic areas, absorption
of energy is high due to unconsolidated rocks, ash and
sand. Especially at Bromo Volcano, which is
embedded in a caldera filled with sand, absorption
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Table 2
Source coordinates for phase A and phase B tremor for a medium with no absorption (k � 0 m21

; third column) and including absorption
(k � 3:1 × 1024 m21

; last column)

Date, time (UT) Phase Long./Lat.
�k � 0 m21�

Long./Lat.
�k � 3:1 × 1024 m21�

14/10/95, 19–20 A 112.94808W/27.94308S 112.94808W/27.94358S
15/10/95, 12–13 A 112.94808W/27.94308S 112.94808W/27.94358S
15/10/95, 18–19 B 112.94608W/27.94308S 112.94608W/27.94358S
12/11/95, 06–07 A 112.94708W/27.94358S 112.94708W/27.94408S
12/11/95, 21–22 A 112.94758W/27.94108S 112.94758W/27.94158S
16/11/95, 07–08 A 112.94908W/27.94258S 112.94908W/27.94258S
16/11/95, 14–15 B 112.95008W/27.94308S 112.94958W/27.94358S



has to be considered. For the absorption coefficient we
can write:

k � p

Ql0
: �5�

It depends on the dominant wavelength,l0 which can
be expressed as:

l0 �
vphase

f0
�6�

with a dominant frequencyf0, which for the tremor
signals lies around 5 Hz and the phase velocityvphase.

The absorption coefficient also depends on the
quality factor Q which we assume to be 50 (Del
Pezzo and Patane´, 1992).

Inserting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) gives:

k � pf0
Qvphase

: �7�

We assume a phase velocity of 1 km/s. The absorption
coefficientk is therefore 3:1 × 1024 m21

:

The source coordinates determined using the
absorption coefficientk differ only slightly from the
calculations for whichk was set to zero (Table 2, last
column). Fig. 8 shows the locations of the tremor
sources calculated usingk � 3:1 × 1024 m21

: Again,
phase A tremor sources which are displayed by circles
cannot be separated from phase B tremor sources

displayed by squares. The sources of both types of
tremor are located close to the northwestern part of
the crater rim with a maximum separation of 400 m.
For comparison, the sources of the tremor signals are
also included in this figure as black dots. Depending
on the distance between the station and the source, the
power radiated by the source must be 60–80% higher
in this case than whenk � 0:

If we assume a different wave velocity, the source
locations are not affected. When velocities are
unreasonably high or low, the power of the source
changes, but the source coordinates determined by
the grid search method stay the same. Changing the
depth of the tremor sources has slightly more effect on
the source location. Nonetheless, when the source
depth changes within reasonable limits, for example
by several hundred meters (Schick and Riuscetti,
1973; Benoit and McNutt, 1997), the source location
is not affected at all.

7. Interpretation

Using the grid search method we determined that
the sources of both the tremor and shock signals are
located in the northwestern part of Mt. Bromo’s active
crater. The individual sources of the shock signals are
nearly aligned and point towards the region where the
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Fig. 8. Map showing the position of the sources of the tremor signals which are displayed by circles (W, phase A) and squares (A, phase B).
Source positions are located in the northwestern area of the crater. Also included in this figure are the source positions of the shock signals from
Fig. 6 (X).



tremor sources are located. Shock signals are believed
to be generated by the formation of fissures or cracks
in the conduit walls when the pressure inside the
conduit exceeds a limiting value (Fadeli, 1991;
Schick, 1991). Thus, the location of the shock signal
sources may indicate the position of the conduit.

The tremor signals at Mt. Bromo cover a broad
frequency range. Thus, they cannot be generated by
a single oscillator as suggested for harmonic tremor
signals (Schlindwein et al., 1995). Due to the lack of
magmatic eruptions at Mt. Bromo, it is also impossi-
ble that tremor signals at Mt. Bromo originate from
oscillating bubbles within the magma as suggested by
Chouet et al. (1997) for Stromboli. Eruptive activity at
Mt. Bromo is dominated by ash eruptions. Therefore,
it is more likely that the tremor signals at Mt. Bromo
are created by the flow of gases and steam through an
irregularly shaped conduit that produces a large vari-
ety of frequencies.

From the crater rim, an open vent can be seen
at the northwestern section of the crater (Fig. 9),
the area which corresponds to the locations of the
sources of volcanic tremor. This is another indi-
cation that the tremor signals are connected to the
venting of gas and steam. The source of long-
period tilt signals is located in the same region
(Gottscha¨mmer, 1999).

8. Discussion

The grid search method allows the determination of
source locations by comparing the values of a single
distance-dependent parameter calculated for different
seismic stations. With a limited data set, the method is
based on simplifying assumptions that the medium
through which the waves travel is homogeneous and
radiation is isotropic. The results are influenced by the
assumptions made about the medium and the radiation
of the source. If they are not correct, the method
produces biased results. Unfortunately, in a volcano
the medium is unlikely to be isotropic and homo-
geneous even over short distances.

A second effect is caused by the positions of the
stations and by their small number. For best results,
three stations should be deployed in an equilateral
triangular array embedding the source in their middle.
When stations are deployed in a line, the resolution is
good for waves arriving in the direction of the line but
poor for waves travelling perpendicular to it. At
Bromo, the station distribution was not ideally chosen
regarding the source position, due to restrictions
caused by the accessibility of the area. The stations
are deployed in a triangle of which the longest side
extends from NW to SE. With this distribution, the
resolution is better in the NW–SE direction than in the
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Fig. 9. View from the rim of Mt. Bromo into the crater. Viewing direction is towards the southeast. In the northwestern part of the crater, steam
rises from the vent. An eruption cloud of Semeru can be seen above the crater rim at top right.



NE–SW direction. This also affects the source deter-
mination of the tremor signals. The source locations
found with the grid search method almost form a line
from NE to SW. In this direction, though, the deter-
mination is less restrictive than in the direction
perpendicular to it.
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